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VacPak-It VMC10DPU Chamber
Vacuum Packaging Machine with 10
1/4" Seal Bar and Dry Pump
Item #186VMC10DPU

Technical Data

Width 13 Inches

Depth 19 Inches

Height 14 3/16 Inches

Seal Bar Length 10 1/4 Inches

Chamber Width 11 Inches

Seal Wire Width 5 Millimeters

Chamber Depth 15 1/2 Inches

Chamber Height 4 Inches

Amps 9.17 Amps

Hertz 60 Hertz

Phase 1 Phase

Voltage 120 Volts

Wattage 1100 Watts

Horsepower 1/4 HP

Number of Seal Bars 1

Plug Type NEMA 5-15P

Power Type Electric

Pump Dry

Style Chamber

Vacuum Packaging Machine Type Manual

Features

◦ Features a 1/4 hp maintenance-free dry pump

◦ 10 1/4" seal bar and 10" seal wire are easily removable for cleaning

◦ Quickly seals bags in less than 6 seconds and vacuums in 25 to 40 seconds

◦ Control panel with simple digital controls for smooth operation

◦ 304 series stainless steel body for exceptional strength and durability

Certifications

 

ETL US &
Canada 5-15P
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Plan View

Notes & Details

Seal ingredients for storage or pre-cooked portions of food for later use with this VacPak-It VMC10DPU chamber vacuum packaging machine with a 10 1/4" seal bar. This powerful
chamber vacuum packacing machine quickly seals each bag in 6 seconds or less and completly vacuums out the air in 25 to 60 seconds. This not only ensures efficiency, but a
reliable, secure seal after every use.

Controls are designed for ultra-simple use, with arrow buttons to increase or decrease the duration of the seal or vacuum process. The digital controls also have a bright, easy-to-read
display to show the vacuum pressure. This makes the unit's performance and progress easy to monitor, as does the built-in pressure gauge. Since the lid is transparent, you can even
watch the vacuum packaging process first-hand. 

To deliver an easy-to-maintain product, the unit is equipped with a dry pump that eliminates the need for oil. As a result, it helps you save both time and money. It's tested for up to
200,000 cycles too, so you can be sure that the machine is a great, long-lasting investment for your business. The 304 series stainless steel body is an additional perk, as it won't
corrode or rust from the accidental spill or leak. This particular model requires a 120V electrical connection for operation.

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including lead, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects, or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.p65warnings.ca.gov.
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